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Message from the Chief Constables
Policing by consent with the Community is about
creating real participation between the police and all our
communities - a partnership in which policing reflects and
responds to our communities’ changing needs, and in
which each community plays an active part in delivering
a solution. The rapid development of technology means
it plays a significant and central part in almost everything
we do. Policing must embrace this new world and adapt
to the new threats and opportunities it presents for 21st
century policing in Norfolk and Suffolk to help keep
people safe and informed.

CC Simon Bailey

Digitalised Policing will make it easier for the public to make
contact with the police wherever they are in the country,
enable Police to make better use of digital intelligence
and evidence and transfer all material in a digital format
to the criminal justice system. The challenges presented
by online crime may further increase; this includes fraud,
sexual grooming, hate crime, cyber-attacks and cyberwarfare. The Internet will therefore have to be policed in
a different way, with officers and staff requiring new skills
to effectively detect and investigate crime.

CC Gareth Wilson

The provision of fit for purpose technology is a prerequisite
to achieving our objectives. We are committed to
maintaining and investing in projects that are key to
advancing our Digital transformation. However, to ensure
the benefits are realised it is crucial we embrace these
new ways of working.
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Foreword from the Digital Portfolio Lead
Technology has the potential to transform the way policing is delivered –
placing officers within their communities rather than within police estate,
allowing them to work dynamically and effectively. In order to truly benefit
from new digital capabilities a holistic approach is required – starting with
core processes and behaviours.
This Digital Strategy aims to set the direction of travel for Norfolk and
Suffolk Constabularies’ in terms of accelerating digitalisation and prioritising
technological investments, whilst also supporting corporate priorities.
In realising the potential of digital technologies police forces can learn
from the private sector organisations that share similar characteristics
and challenges: a mobile workforce; the need to process and analyse vast
amounts of data to make decisions, and implement those decisions quickly;
the need to engage with customers via multiple channels; the ability to
respond to customers’ desire for self –service. This is underpinned by the
need to look after people’s data safely and securely at all times.

DCC Rachel Kearton

Our future will not only be more efficient in fighting crime – but much more
effective and powerful too.
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The Vision

Taking a holistic
approach

“A transformed digital policing service will make it easier and more
consistent for the public to make digital contact, improve Police use of
technology to legitimately access required information from anywhere,
capture evidence and intelligence whilst ensuring we can transfer all
material in a digital format through to the criminal justice system safely and Norfolk and Suffolk will support not only internal policing changes but
will support partner agencies in the delivery of their change processes
securely. Ultimately making our workforce more effective and efficient.”
that impact policing. Reforming the investigative and justice process will
impact the way a myriad of organisations work, and all project leaders will
be mindful of their impact and understand interdependencies. Engaging
at all levels to deliver positive outcomes for all involved is essential.

Our Ambition

Norfolk and Suffolk aim to use technology and digital means to build a
stronger, more resilient and better equipped work force. This will mean
reforming our processes, introducing large scale change and understanding
the impact of technology on our partner agencies and members of the
public. The last three years have seen unprecedented change to the way in
which our staff and officers work, introducing a new crime system, mobile
devices, body-worn video and Intranet. There is much more to come.

The services, tools and technology introduced need to be designed and
implemented with the end users in mind, whether that is other police
forces, our own staff, prosecutors, courts and partner agencies.
The following considerations will be made throughout the lifecycle of the
digital portfolio:
•

The ambition of the Digital Portfolio and the digital project pipeline is
to accelerate transformation across Norfolk and Suffolk, creating a vastly
improved service to the public and a higher level of support to our officers •
and staff. The portfolio will continue to align and deliver the joint mission,
vision and values, the regional ICT strategy and Force Management
•
Statements.
With reformed processes, this portfolio of work has the potential to •
revolutionise the policing sphere, offering improved value for money,
diverse communication channels and a more effective workforce. The
portfolio will ensure prioritisation of resources and budget to the areas that •
are in the Constabularies’ best interest, as part of an integrated movement,
which takes into account national and regional initiatives and programmes
of change.

Have the appropriate internal and external stakeholders been engaged
with?
Do we understand the impact the projects will have on their area of
business?
Are we offering them appropriate support and guidance throughout?
Is there a mechanism in place for feedback, problems or positive
outcomes to be recognised?
Post implementation and benefit realisation?
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Governance Structure
JCOT (Chaired by the CCs)

The authority and oversight in delivering all
digital projects and programmes is according to
the following structure.

Strategic Planning & Monitoring (Chaired by the DCCs)
Overview of the programme as a whole and benefits monitoring

Projects and programmes will have their priority
set organisationally at Strategic Planning &
Monitoring, ensuring that the portfolio is aligned
to business objectives, is delivered efficiently and
is sustainable.
This robust governance structure will facilitate
scrutiny and challenge across all digital projects,
validating the right projects have been chosen
for delivery, at the right time.
The Digital Portfolio commits to producing Benefits
Realisation Plans and Post-Project Evaluations
to be approved by the Organisational Board
in an ongoing process of corporate oversight
and accountability. Roles and responsibilities at
each level will be clearly defined, allowing for
transparency and nominated points of contact.

Review of new/change requests & consider implications on
programme, resources, finance etc.

Organisational Board (Chaired by the DCCs)
In-depth focus on upcoming phases & programmes being delivered, emphasis on:
•
•
•

Programme status / business case development

Issues / risks and their impact on the project, finance, resources etc.

Business & Portfolio leads expected to provide details regarding their projects

Digital Portfolio Board (Chaired by Digital Lead – DCC Jupp)
Overview of the portfolio as a whole, including delivery, associated business change and
benefit realisation etc
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Culture Change
The complex nature of policing means that successfully managing and changing the working culture is integral to the success of the Digital Strategy.
It is acknowledged that cultural change will take time but there is a long-term commitment from the top of the organisation to ensure this occurs.
However, this commitment must be shared at all levels of the organisations. Enabling people to have responsibility to drive small change at their level
helps build the momentum and sustainability of what could be.
Implementing technology with no consideration of the pre-existing governance, process, tools and difficulties will reap little reward for the organisations.
This includes understanding the impact that technology and changes in practice have on health and wellbeing. Continuous health checks on the work
place culture are necessary to ensure internal support for projects and to realise the benefits expected prior to implementation. New technology will
bring about new ways of working that allow officers and staff to be busy doing the things they should be – not busy with what they shouldn’t be.
Innovation will be encouraged from all levels of the organisation through regular engagement. There will be a publicised standard process for
submitting ideas, feedback and updates.
Cultural change is often a lengthy and multifaceted
process and can take time to evolve. Benefits and use
of new digital solutions should not always be expected
immediately. The strategy will support sustainable
transformation, not just temporary fixes.

Plans and project direction should be communicated as soon
as possible. It will allow internal and external stakeholders
the opportunity to prepare staff, highlight potential issues
and align interdependent processes in readiness of change.

Training should be used when necessary to ensure
staff feel empowered and secure in the use of new
technology. Training should be dynamic and tailored
to the solution appropriately. To support this, systems
should be intuitive in nature.

Employee engagement and detailed communication
approaches should be considered and implemented for
each of the digital projects, and the portfolio as a whole.
The importance of stakeholder interaction should not be
underestimated. This includes ensuring health and wellbeing
issues associated with new technology and ways of working
are always considered.

Before the organisation can change its culture, it must
first understand the current state-of-play. Mapping
activities and responsibilities will ensure gaps are filled
and efficiencies are gained and overall benefits achieved.

Strong executive and senior officer support will ensure
that positive culture change is not only introduced, but
stimulated and encouraged throughout all the areas of
the Constabularies.
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Strategic Themes

Digital Engagement

Digital Collaboration

Public expectations of how people communicate continue to be more
digital and varied.

Policing requires working in partnership internally, externally, locally,
regionally and nationally.

Whilst this brings some challenges, there is also the opportunity of multichannel contact, improving customer relationships, and drawing on richer
media to keep people safe. A customer-centric approach to contact provides
better context for threat, risk and harm assessment, leading to increased
public satisfaction.

Our Strategy will ensure ongoing support for business collaborations
as well as helping drive new opportunities and enhancements.
Anticipated solutions will support easier file sharing and multi-agency
team coordination without compromising on the security of corporate
or public data.

Digital Investigation & Evidence

Mobility

An end-to-end digital pathway will expedite evidence and intelligence
into custody, other policing functions and our partners.

Our first generation mobility focused on the mobilisation of key business
processes and replicating business applications into a common set of
mobile capabilities.

From electronic witness statements, photos, video and the ability to review
immediately we have the opportunity to reduce custody waiting times,
time to interview, need to bail and re-bail, bringing offenders to justice
more efficiently, and providing a better service to victims and witnesses.

‘Next Generation Mobility’ will build on providing relevant information
at the point of need, leveraging mobile-only capabilities to drive
innovative uses, with approaches that provide agility and represent
value for money.
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Driving Reform with Advanced Analytics
Digital Investigation & Evidence
The strategic themes bring value through the data they produce. It is recognised the power of information, but like many
other public and private sector organisations, managing ever-increasing amounts of data and giving data meaning presents
a challenge. In this strategy term, we will investigate and deliver solutions to exploit information in everything we do.

Data kept across
platforms and storage
solutions

Information that needs
to be shared with other
organisations

Information captured
by our mobile
workforce

Information that is used
during investigations and
intelligence

Downstream Applications

Outcomes

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Deep machine learning / artificial intelligence
Predictive analytics
Facial, gait & voice recognition
Enhanced intelligence analysis
Partnership sharing

Information

Ecosystem

Digital evidence
captured by the public

Reducing volume crime
CJ efficiencies
Identifying prolific offenders
Identifying and protecting the vulnerable
A revitalised and dynamic workforce
Informed decision making
Enhanced crime detection
Improved public confidence
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Delivery Statements
Policing

Digital Engagement

Digital Investigation &
Evidence

Digital Collaboration

Mobility

Public

Partners

I can easily share information and
connect with the public. Internally,
I will be able to find the information
and people I need.

I have numerous ways to contact
There is less of a ‘gap’ between the
and connect with the police.
police and us – we can find each
Getting case updates is also easier other’s contact details and deliver
and faster as I am able to self-serve.
services together online.

I collect a range of evidence at
the scene and digitally share with
colleagues and partners.
I am able use existing for proactive
investigating and intelligence.

The time between calling the police
and getting my case to court is
quicker.
I am able to upload my evidence
online as well as track my crime.

Multi-media evidence is shared
across all partners rapidly and
securely, speeding up justice and
inter-agency decision making.

Multi-agency responses to incidents
will be smoother and quicker with
virtual teamwork and more secure
data sharing.

Public sector appears more joined
up – I do not have the repeat my
personal information repeatedly.
Agencies act proactively on my
behalf and in a coordinated way.

Security and information sharing
protocols are robust but invisible.
We share more information
and complete tasks quickly on
collaborative platforms.

Working out of station or at the
desk is seamless. I can do most
tasks anywhere at any time. Decision Police are more visible and available,
The police are not confined to
making is improved as information
and spend more time on local,
their locations and can, set up new
is accessible from wherever I am. I
complex issues.
operations quickly alongside me.
can still contact team members and
supervisors quickly when needed
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Impact on our workforce
Better
Equipped

Better
Informed

Better
Prepared

•

I will be able to perform far more activities away from police buildings through a range of mobile devices and apps that are
tailored to my role and activity, so I will be more visible in the community

•

I will receive briefing information on-the-move and tasks based on my skills, location and other context

•

I will be able to access all the information held on local and national systems relevant to the task on which I am deployed,
including information held by our partners

•

I will be able to begin building a case file on the street at the earliest opportunity, updating it with witness statements and other
evidence and information from anywhere.

•

I will be able to develop a deeper understanding of the root causes of crime and anti-social behaviour and the problems
affecting individuals, families and communities by working together and sharing information with partners

•

I will be able to prevent crime and anti-social behaviour by intervening as early as possible to stop issues becoming more
complex

•

I will have a better understanding of the role, capabilities, powers and resources of partner agencies and be better placed to
access them

•

I will be able to easily share information safely and securely and connect with the public. Internally, I will be able to find the
information and people I need.

•

I will be able to collect a range of evidence at the scene and instantly share with colleagues and partners

•

Inter-agency responses to incidents will be smoother and quicker with virtual teamwork and more secure data sharing

•

Gain the knowledge, skills and behaviours I need to help me with new ways of working and deal with issues such as cybercrime
and mental health

•

…much clearer of what is expected of me in my role

•

I will be empowered to make proportionate decisions on the basis of harm and risk

•

I will be recognised for the quality of my work, for innovating and improving the service we provide

•

My leaders will promote, support and act as role models for cultural change, new working values and maintaining my health
and wellbeing
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